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Title : Discrimination  

Subject: Political Science (Social and Political Life)  

Class/ Level:  Upper Primary (class VI and VII and VIII) 

Target Audience: Students and Teachers 

Language :  English 

Content Developer : Shankar Sharan 

Subject Coordinator:  

CIET Coordinator: Indu Kumar 

Tags/Key words: Discrimination, Dalit, Tajne, Water, Dertermination 

Description:  Discrimination on the basis of caste, creed, sex, religion, etc are 

against the values of humanity. The same is also expressly mentioned in the  Indian 

Constitution. However, some forms of unlawful and inhuman discrimination is still 

observed in our country. The attached resource is such a news report published 

recently. The whole report helps understand a learner various facets of the subject, 

and also how the concerned individual, the government and the media reacts to it. 

This shows, inter alia, the right approach to deal with such bad practices.   
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Title : Discrimination  

Subject: Political Science (Social and Political Life)  

Class/ Level:  Upper Primary (class VI and VII and VIII) 

Target Audience: Students and Teachers 

Language :  English 

Content Developer : Shankar Sharan 

Subject Coordinator:  

CIET Coordinator: Indu Kumar 

Tags/Key words: Discrimination, Reservation, Poor, EBC, SC/ST, OBC 

Description:  The Constitution of India profess the principle of Equality of citizens before the 

law. However, to help the weaker sections and those who have long been the victims of 

discrimination, neglect and humiliation, it also provided for extra support. This is also called 

‘positive discrimination’ in political and academic parlance. On this principle, for such sections 



various percentage of reservation in admissions in  educational institutions, government jobs 

and promotions, etc. have been a feature of India political system. This has been helpful to 

achieve the object to a great extent.  However, after six decades of independence the policy 

frequently becomes a point of debate and contention.  

The attached resource is relevant information to better understand the issue of discrimination. 

It also offers an opportunity to learn more on the issue and how our society and polity are 

tackling it. This is about a recent development in addressing the issue of discrimination. Some 

sections feel deprived in view of the reservation policy in the country for the last six decades. 

They claim that the original vision of the Constitution has been compromised, and now 

reservation has become a tool of vote-bank politics. That the principle of equality is sabotaged 

in the name of permanent reservation, which was originally meant for ten years only.  

The resource helps understand the ongoing dynamics of the issue. It provides a thought-

provoking material to learn more and be updated on the issue.  

 


